
 

 

a workshop with Shiloh Fairbanks 

SUPPLY LIST: 

Pencil 

Freezer paper 

Chisel tip Sharpie 

Iron & ironing surface 

Paper-cutting scissors 

One fat quarter of fabric for script (it will yield two words if you don’t make any errors)           
 It’s probably a good idea to have extra. 

Fabric-cutting scissors 

Cutting mat 

Standard rotary cutter 

18mm rotary cutter for tight curves 

Bottle or can of spray starch, WITH cap 

Tapered tip paint brush 

Washable glue for basting 

22” square piece of fabric for front of 20” pillow 

23” square piece of batting 

23” square piece of muslin 

Basting pins or spray 

21” square piece of fabric for back of pillow, preferably home décor weight 

18” zipper 

Yourself, your sewing machine, various feet, and thread! 

 

In addition to demonstrating how to create your own freezer paper script template by hand, I 
will also be demonstrating how to use the Wacom tablet and Silhouette Cameo to create and 
cut your own script in fabric. If you’d like to try this method, you are more than welcome to! 
The cost will be $5 per cut (width of pillow) and $3.50 per cut if you use your own fabric. 

Come join in the fun! Hope to see you there!    -Shiloh 



INSTRUCTIONS: 

Method 1: To make freezer paper turned-edge script template by hand for 20” pillow: 

{*Note: If you’re familiar with making freezer paper templates already, the only difference for 
script is that the template is drawn on the shiny plastic side, rather than the paper side of the 
freezer paper.} 

1. On a piece of freezer paper, 9x22, on the SHINY SIDE, this will be your right side, pen your 
script, leaving a bit more tail/space at beginning and end of script for trimming and to account 
for curve of pillow. 4-5” from each end should suffice. (If you’d like to get a bit more feel for 
your letters, the size and space they will take, you can practice first in pencil on the paper side 
of the other piece of freezer paper, as you will be using two pieces. But don’t spend too much 
time on this part, or forget that this is not going to be your script, as it is on the wrong side of 
the freezer paper.) 

2. Make sure there aren’t any places where the script is less than ½” in width, or less than ½” in 
space between letters/spaces, or you will not have enough fabric for a seam or room within the 
script to accommodate a seam. If necessary, make adjustments. 

3. Outline or color in your script with chisel tip sharpie. (This will allow you to see your script 
edges clearly once you iron your freezer papers together to create your template and go to cut 
it out.) 

4. Take another 9x22” piece of freezer paper (the practice piece if you penciled on the paper 
side) and place it right side down, that is shiny side down, on ironing surface, using a non-stick 
sheet if you have one. Place outlined/colored piece of freezer paper, uncut, also face down on 
top of it. Press together to adhere. Now the colored script is contained within but still visible 
enough to cut out. 

5. Cut out the template following colored edges. No need to account for seams at this point. 
This will leave you with a double thick freezer paper script template! 

6. Press template right side down onto the wrong side of your prepared fabric. Typically a fat 
eighth will work just great! 

7. Once adhered, trim fabric around template, leaving approx. ¼” seam. An 18mm rotary is 
ideal for cutting around the points and curves of your script template. 

8. Leaving the template adhered to the fabric, snip sharp curves and points, perpendicular to 
the script outline, at approx. 1/4”-1/2” intervals but not quite all the way to the template.  

9. Spray some starch into cap. Using a small paint brush, or q-tips, apply starch to small sections 
of seam edges. Fold edges over the template and press. Continue process for all seam edges. 

Here are some online tutorials that demonstrate this process: 

http://alittlebitbiased.blogspot.com/2014/07/applique-freezer-paper-method.html 

http://www.craftsy.com/article/freezer-paper 

http://www.connectingthreads.com/tutorials/Applique-Turned_Edge_Prep__D48.html 

http://alittlebitbiased.blogspot.com/2014/07/applique-freezer-paper-method.html
http://www.craftsy.com/article/freezer-paper
http://www.connectingthreads.com/tutorials/Applique-Turned_Edge_Prep__D48.html


I’m sure there are many others as well. 

10. Once all edges are starched, turned, and pressed, remove template. It is reusable at least 
another time or few. Even when it wears out, you can trace it to create a new template. With 
fabric script right side up, press and starch once more, making sure there aren’t any exposed 
raw edges.  

11. Glue baste script fabric to right side of pillow front fabric. Press to set. Then baste pillow 
front fabric to batting and muslin back.  

12. Begin by quilting the script applique. I prefer to straight-stitch fmq along the edges, but if 
you’d rather use a walking foot or use a zig zag, that’s perfectly alright! Use whatever method 
you feel is best, or whatever is most comfortable for you. 

13. Once the script applique is quilted on, quilt the remaining exposed portions of the pillow 
front, again, using which ever techniques you prefer.  

14. Since I use unwashed fabric and batting, there will be quite a bit of shrinkage in the pillow 
front, even moreso than the unquilted back. So I trim the quilted pillow front to 20.5” square, 
and trim the back to 20.25” square. If you are using prewashed fabrics and batting, simply trim 
both to 20.5” square.  

15. To install the zipper, use this online tutorial. The only differences are, I prefer to use an 18” 
zipper rather than 16” and to glue baste the zipper so it doesn’t slip. 

http://www.designsponge.com/2010/03/sewing-101-zippered-throw-pillows.html 

And there you have it! A finished 20” zippered, quilted script pillow cover! Enjoy! 

 

Method 2: To make fusible raw-edge script applique using Wacom tablet & Silhouette cameo 
for 20” pillow: 

1. Have fat eighths pressed, starched, and fused well to a fusible web on the wrong side so 
you’re ready to go. (Be sure it is fused well or you may experience some unwanted sticking to 
your silhouette cutting mat.) 

2. I use autodesk sketchbook to create script images using the Wacom tablet. First reduce 
canvas size from 1600x800 pixels to approx. 500x200 pixels, and use the chisel tip marker at a 
large brush size to create a broad stroke. You don’t want your script to turn out too narrow or 
make it too difficult to work with. These are going to be large script letters/words when they 
are cut. I save images as JPEG images. 

3. Open image in silhouette studio. Use the 12x24 cutting mat setting and set to landscape. 
Adjust your script to the general size you desire. It will be readjusted later. 

4. Go the trace menu and select script image area. Adjust high pass filter to 300 to fill in and 
smooth script. (It should be all yellow.) Then select the ‘trace’ trace method. Discard remainder 
of canvas. What remains is your script outline.  

http://www.designsponge.com/2010/03/sewing-101-zippered-throw-pillows.html


5. Use scale and rotate menus to further adjust and refine your image. You want your script to 
end up measuring approx. 8”h and 16”-20”w (or less for shorter words) and be at least one inch 
from the edge of cutting mat on all sides. Save. 

6. I typically cut image on paper before trying with fabric. Be sure your cut settings are set to 
the medium you are using. Then peel paper backing from fused side of fabric, and place fabric 
on mat, fusible side down. Make sure fabric covers area to be cut with a bit of overlap to avoid 
shifting problems. Press with hands to make sure there aren’t any air bubbles underneath, and 
that it is securely adhered to the cutting mat. Load mat and cut. (If you’d like to be able to do a 
turned edge applique rather than a raw edge, you could use the silhouette to cut your freezer 
paper template and then proceed as usual. Be sure to adjust your cut settings accordingly. Also, 
keep in mind the space around the script you need for seam allowance.) 

7. Once your script is cut, glue baste to pillow front and proceed as in Method 1, being sure to 
secure raw edges as you quilt. 

Have fun and play! 

If you have any questions or problems, feel free to email me at shilohlilian@gmail.com or 
call/text me at 509.592.3202.  

mailto:shilohlilian@gmail.com

